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Can we have our ball back please……………
May 2019

Dear Members,
Our 18/19 season is drawing to an end, another great season for GSFC. We trust you have
enjoyed your season with us, the weather has not disrupted us too much with cancelled
sessions and we have seen some great football.
Girls sessions continue from 13th May – end June 2019, same timings at
Burpham Park on the grass.
PAN team training will continue at SSP until 23rd June 2019 – last session.
Walking Football sessions will continue throughout the summer on Monday evenings 7-8pm at
Burpham Park on the astro.
Wildcat sessions – girls aged 5-11 years – will continue at SSP Thursdays 4-5pm with Kevin Wilson.
Mother’s & Daughters session will resume on Wednesday 15th June 6-7pm at Burpham Park,
sessions to continue over the summer – please contact me to register your interest:
dawn.davies11@btinternet.com
Extended Summer Training and 1st Touch sessions start Saturday 11th May 2019 – places are limited
please register for your place.
Pre-season will start in August – dates & Venue TBC. These sessions are open to players who have
signed up for the 19/20 season.
Breaking News: following on from the Cup final updates, we have just been notified:U9 Cobras winners of the U9 Fairplay League 6 Division
U10 Boys winners of the U10 Fairplay League 2 Division
U11 Eagles winners of the U11 Graduation League 3 Division
Teams, Managers and parents have been invited to a presentation ceremony at Kempton Park Race
Course on July 7th. Congratulations to you all.
A successful season for GSFC is seeing all our member’s boys, girls and adults taking part in football
activities, the addition of trophies and awards are a bonus and testamount to the great work our
coaches, managers and volunteers carry out over the season.

A big THANK YOU to all our volunteers: no matter how big or small your contribution we are

very grateful, your teams are very grateful. GSFC would not be the great Club it is without
our volunteers.
COACHING TEAM: Led by Director of Coaching, Kevin Wilson, another amazing job this
season. I am sure you will all join me in saying Thank You to the team for their
professionalism and the great wealth of knowledge and experience they bring to GSFC to
develop our young players.
We have said our goodbyes to: Simon P, Asa, Josh & Charlie who have all moved onto new
ventures. We wish them well.
We welcomed: Peter, Graham, Thierry and Stuart onto the coaching team and look forward
to working with them next season.
A big THANK YOU also to Svend Carr & Tom White, both L1 trained coaches who have spent
the season coaching our youngsters on a Saturday morning. Svend taking responsibility for
the U6 group and Tom helping to deliver sessions for the Mother’s & Daughters group. They
move onto University now and we wish them good luck. We hope to see them back in a
coaching capacity at GSFC sometime in the future.
We have included DofE students in our coaching sessions. As part of the course, students
volunteer their time to help with worthwhile causes. GSFC are pleased to be able to offer
this opportunity, which is only open to GSFC members. Places are limited, this season we
had more applications than available places.
SPONSORS: We must say a huge THANKS to our sponsors this season: Winkworth Estate
Agents, GHS, Marland Associates, E92 Plus Ltd, Air Social and Manya Building – we
appreciate your assistance in providing kit for our players.
A reminder : If you are buying, selling or renting a property you can help GSFC by engaging
the services of our Sponsor: Winkworth Estate Agents, Guildford, who will donate funds to
the Club on all successful transactions – just mention GSFC when visiting their offices or via
telephone. Guaranteed to price match on fees.
Updates throughout the season have kept you informed of our activities in the local
community, our biggest project by far this season was being part of the steering group for
the refurb of Kings College artificial pitch. Resulting in us having a ‘base ‘ for next season,
plenty of space for our teams with no need to move our sessions from venue to venue
during the season – we are very excited for this project and look forward to using the facility
for our football activities. One update: it has been confirmed that the Community Centre,
as mentioned previously will not be open during the weekend. However, we have now had
a tour around the classroom block which will be remodelled into a Club House complete
with changing rooms, WC’s, Café, and viewing area.

The opening event was very well attended with a number of ‘Saints’ partaking in the
football activities. Pictured here: GSFC U10 Girls with Deputy Mayor: Marsha Moseley.

Footwear: Kings will be strict on the footwear policy: ONLY plastic/rubber studs or moulds
will be allowed on the 3G. No flat soled shoes – which includes trainers and or astro boots.
There will be a boot bank on site, a deposit of some sort – not cash – will be required in
exchange for use of boots. There are limited number of boots.
Now time for team news, how has your team finished the season:
U10 Girls: The debut season for the Sapphires has been a great experience for the
team. The girls have created some incredible bonds with one another and the
progress they’ve made since the start of the season has been amazing to see. Their
first few games were a steep learning curve for the players (and management team)
but as time went by their skills and confidence grew - scoring their first goal which
they celebrated like they’d won the League. And then after 5/6 matches they won
their first game and showed us what a real celebration looks like!! But whether they
win, lose or draw the attitude and spirit shown by the girls is great to witness and be
part of. Go Saints!!
The PAN team has done a fantastic job across the board. The Morning team has had great
results and very entertaining games. The League team has developed and really improved as
a group, they have maintained great standards of football and had some great results during
the tournaments. The Championship team has been promoted to the Premiership with one
tournament to go, they have been absolutely dominant throughout the year, winning a
staggering 6 out of 8 tournaments so far. We have had a nice influx of players this year and
we would love to even have more. And for next season we are looking to form a new U12's
team. I could not be more proud of these fantastic players! And I would like to give a big
shout out to all the amazing parents who support these children week in/week out.
GOOOOOOOO SAINTS!

The U7s have had a fantastic first season. The team have progressed enormously
through the year, improving their positional play, their passing and pressing
opponents. The team were unbeaten after the first five games, scoring almost forty
goals. And as the season progressed they were rightfully moved up to the top group
of teams and began facing much stronger opposition. As the games became more
competitive the boys learned more and began playing more as a team. There were
many highlights in the season; including the boys fighting back from two nil down to
get a well-earned draw away at Guildford City, and winning 8-5 away at Staines
Lammas in difficult conditions.
As individuals, special mentions for Joshua’s bravery in goal, Dylan’s tackling,
Mathias’s distribution, James’s left-foot thunderbolts, Leon’s right-wing play, Aran’s
surging runs, and Liam’s all-round tenacity.
Overall the team played 22 games, winning half, losing seven and drawing four, and
scoring 119 goals. The season ending awards was a great opportunity to recognise
the effort all the boys put in and the enjoyment they’ve had. The Players Player
award went to Mathias McKee, the Manager’s Player award to Dylan Maiden, and
the Most Improved Player award went to Liam Loveday.
And some very important thank you’s: Thank you to Dawn for managing the team
admin (above and beyond her role in the club). Thank you to Mike, Asa, Peter and all
the Saturday coaches for making the boys first year fun and providing a really good
foundation. Thank you to all the parents and families who have supported the team
so well, at home and on the road. Looking forward to the 2019/20 season as U8s!
U11 Hawks: It has been a tough and fairly consistent season for U11 Hawks, we
are very proud of the way the team has gelled and remained positive throughout
despite several swaps and changes at the start. The team settled into playing
together well, always remaining totally committed and driven in every game.
They are a strong and resilient team, we have every hope that next season will
bring the success we have been striving for this year. well done U11 Hawks,
thank you for being such a great team, you should be very proud of yourselves,
we look forward to seeing you at U12s!

U10 Boys: I have really enjoyed watching the boy’s play this Season as all the lessons we
have learnt from past Seasons have enabled us to be adaptable and impose our style of play
on our opponents. My observation is that we have a well-rounded squad of players who are
all technically good, are confident in playing out from the back and are tactically disciplined.
I see other teams who have relied on playing the ball forward quickly and relying on one or
two individuals struggle. We have carried a large squad this Season in order to be ready for
our move to 9 aside next Season. The players understand how to play a variety of formations
and are flexible in how we play. We have 2 or 3 games lined up throughout May and June to
prepare us for the jump in format. I hope we can continue our successful end to the season of
5 wins in a row into the start of next year.

After a difficult 2018 the U13 Jaguars are playing their best football to date and are
currently unbeaten since early January 2019. We also had a run to the Senior cup semi-final.
Amazing commitment from both players and parents, with no player missing more than one
game all season, thank you. We look positively towards 2019/20
U12 Swans had a typical season of highs and lows. We started well, entering 2019 in the top
half of the table, but lost our mojo a little over the winter, after a 4-week break of postponed
games. Highlights included an epic goal from a direct free-kick, and our keeper saving the
same penalty twice (after the ref told the opposition to take it again). Lows included drawing
a game 5-5, after being 5-0 up at half time! But we clearly saw all players improve over the
course of the season.
The U14 girls team have improved enormously as the season has progressed, illustrated in
the penultimate game of the season when playing with just 8 players, held a team at the top
of the table (unsportingly) playing with 11, to 1-0 at half-time and just 5-0 overall.
The passing, work-rate, effort and positional sense have come on in leaps and bounds and
whilst this hasn’t yet unfortunately always been reflected in results, many games towards the
end of the season were increasingly competitive and close.
The biggest challenge throughout the year has remained scoring goals. I think it is a
challenge which is probably as much mental as it is a question of ability as we have on quite
a few occasions tried to walk the ball into the net rather than have confidence in our own
ability to try a shot - in training the shooting is pretty good!
Hopefully the team can push on from this and add a couple of players in key areas and
make the 2019/20 season more reflective of the commitment, talent and energy in the team.

The Ladies have had a solid season, the team played some fantastic games and results
throughout. I feel that we have formed a great core group of players and I see this as a great
stepping stone for next season where we are looking to increase the strength and depth of
the team, as a result, be even more competitive in the journey to achieve our ultimate goal
(Win the league). We have also had a few long term injuries Marie and Alice, who we wish
a speedy recovery and we hope they return soon. Next season we will lose a great player in
Sally, who is leaving us for Uni, we all wish her the best and hope one day she might want to
return to play for the saints. It has been a joy to work with this extraordinary group of
women and I am eager to see what they can do next year! WELL DONE SAINTS!
U9 Cobras had another successful season, P20 / W13 / D1 / L6 and grew stronger as the
season progressed. We reached our first SPL final, by beating a really strong Burpham Junior
side on penalties in the Semi Finals. The boys went on to lose the final to Dundonald Utd,
who were physically strong and very well organised. The boys played some wonderful
football at times, and have developed into a really good footballing team, which has been a
pleasure to watch. A big thanks goes to all of the players families and friends for supporting
the boys in all conditions throughout the season. Special thanks to Adam Kelly and Laurie
Shelton for officiating our home games, and big thanks to Charlie, Eva and Luke for their
great training sessions, which the boys have learnt a lot from. EOS awards were awarded to
Ryan Loveday (Top Goalscorer), Dominic Pryke (Most improved), Finn Wilkinson (Coach's
Player) and Sam Cadge (Players / Player). We are already looking forward to next season, up
the Guildford Saints!! (Marc & Phil U9 Cobras Management Team)
The U13 Hawks adapted well this season to 11 aside football. Our league campaign
involved a third placed finish with 13 victories, a draw and 4 defeats. Our new players added

to the existing squad were integrated quickly and helped move the team forward. We were
also able to supply players to support the Jaguars. Highlights of the campaign are averaging
more than 3 goals scored per game, conceding an average of 1 goal per game and beating
the top of the league team 7:1 on their home ground. The team should be very proud of
their progress this season.

New Season – new team – U9 Pythons. What a season of football! The boys have all
developed their skills this season – both individually and, most importantly, as a team. It has
been a pleasure seeing the boys grow as team mates and in friendships and also in trying
out different positions. We have seen the fruits of their hard work in Saturday training in
some really nice teamwork and passing play developing through the season. A highlight for
me was watching the boys battle from a score line of 0-3 down at half-time to battle against
the slope, high winds and sideways rain & snow to come out as victors at 4-3. This showed
how the team work together, keeping their heads up with a determined attitude until the
final whistle is blown. Final Stats: Won 7, Drawn 1, Lost 11. Goals – For: 66, Against: 58.
Thank you to all the players and to the parents for their efforts and support each weekend
for both training and matches.
The U9s Managers – Chris, Justin, Angelo and Andrew.
The Under 10 Hawks team have had a phenomenal season. They had a slow start initially
during the initial seeding phases. This was partly due to the lads learning to play together.
This initially affected their seeding as they were ranked below the Jaguars. However, once
they bonded, there was no stopping them. As a team they play a lovely counter attacking
football that is pleasant to the eyes. As individuals, we have seen very good progress in
every single player. Some of the general areas of growth has been awareness, shooting
techniques, passing and positioning. Dribbling, ball control and crossing are areas that the
boys are still working on.
Socially, they all have a pass mark as this is evident in the bonding and interactions even
with opponents. Psychologically balanced and physically capable is how I will describe the
majority of the players. Another very strong point is their attendance; the team attends all
training sessions and matches. We have never had to postpone any game because of lack of
players. Rather we have had parents asking for more game time for their wards.
In my opinion, the objective to have them enjoy playing football has been achieved and
their hard work and unity was rewarded with the Under 10 Junior Cup Trophy that they
won. In the fair play league they came second and in their development group they won
more games than they lost. Overall, working with the Hawks was a lovely experience and
one I will do all over again without batting an eye.
Statistically, the Hawks played about (23) games, won (17) of them, lost (5) and drew (1).
They scored about 86 goals and conceded only 34.
Lastly, a big shout out to their parents (particularly Anna and Matt); amazing support all the
way and always willing to help the lads and the entire team. Really looking forward to the
next season.
U8 Tigers (which was a brand new squad in September) have really progressed over this
season. All the players have developed individually and as a team, especially in passing the
ball. Most of our games have been close (within one goal) and we have finished strongly
with the boys winning 5 of their last 7 matches ! The team are also looking forward to

playing in some exciting Summer Tournaments. Many thanks to all the parents who dedicate
their time every weekend.
Another fantastic season for the U15s Lions. We have played over 30 games this season
and come out on top in the vast majority of them. Some of the football has been sensational
and as they have always done down the years scored lots of amazing goals. The boys are
an absolute joy to spend so much time with. The crowning glory of the season was
obviously to win Surrey's blue ribbon youth cup, the Surrey County Cup. When we started
the team all those years ago, to think one day we would win the county cup would have been
laughable. Each season we had grown and got better bit by bit. It hasn't happened over
night. It has taken time, dedication and effort from the boys, parents and coaches. We are
immensely proud of what the Lions have achieved. The game itself was one of the most
exciting I've been involved in and against all the odds we came out on top in a thrilling match
6-4 against Leatherhead FC. However the league still goes on. We have one more game to
go and the top three teams look like they will be separated by only three points with a huge
gap to the remaining teams. A proper three horse race. Let's hope we win the final game
and the other results go our way to top off what has been a wonderful season to be part of.
Steve Maher

The Jaguars u10s had a really successful season. Lots of new players joined the team in
September giving us a squad of 12 which worked really well. We created a rota system
giving everyone 3 matches on and one match off which was fair (and nice to have the odd
Sunday morning not getting up early!). The boys quickly got to know each other and it
wasn't long before there was a great team spirit with everyone supporting each other and
having fun. We had a mixture of results, especially early on with some high scoring games
that went our way and others that didn't. But the successes became more frequent as the
season went on and it's been brilliant to see the whole team improving and playing some
great football together. The coaches have been very supportive helping us out on Sundays many thanks to all of them. We're looking forward to a one day tournament in June and
starting next season in September.
U12 Swallows took on the Worplesdon Rangers Scorpions in the final of the SPL Senior
Trophy at the neutral venue of Staines Lammas FC. On a surprisingly small pitch, we
managed to overcome the opposition 3-1 in a nervy but entertaining encounter and keep up
our proud record of winning at least one trophy per season since our inception in 2015/16.
The players from both teams enjoyed having a dressing room, a proper bench for the subs
and, above all, the chance to enter the pitch from a tunnel to a rapturous round of
applause in front of a record crowd of 64 today (the players counted!). Our aim was to press
our opponents right from kick-off and the tactic worked as Captain Ben W, in a rare jaunt up
front, gave us an early lead with a shot that squeezed through the fingers of the opposition
keeper. Ben W doubled our lead soon after from the penalty spot after he was brought
down whilst squaring up for another attempt. Whilst we had the better of the first half, we
could not add to our tally although the midfield maestros of Oscar, Leo, Ben H, Jake C and
Ewan showed great creativity and class producing some of our trademark passing moves to
swiftly shift the ball from defence to attack. Massive credit must also be given to the
defensive unit of Morgan, Adam, Viggo and Toby for the calm way they played out from the
back and for snuffing out almost all of Worplesdon's chances - but the ever dependable
Keeper Kenzo needed to produce one magnificent save on the stroke of half-time to
preserve our two goal advantage.

We knew from previous experience that Worplesdon were going to do all they could to fight
back and the beginning of the second half saw their best spell of pressure. We held firm
until the 10th minute when they were awarded an indirect free-kick in the penalty box.
Funnily enough, this is not a scenario we have practised dealing with in training(!) but, all
credit to our opponents, they drove the ball home with pace and power to make it 2-1. The
Swallows of previous seasons might have panicked at this point but not the new 2019
mentally tough Swallows!!! We stuck to the game plan and kept probing and we were
rewarded with a third goal after Jake A surged forward and was fouled in the box before a
quick thinking Finlay smashed the ball into the roof of the net. 3-1! Much relief all round as
the prospect of a dreaded penalty shoot-out was banished once and for all. Well done boys!
Both teams played with great respect and spirit and it was a privilege to be at the Finals
after winning three nerve-jangling matches by a single goal to get there. I think these
previous matches helped us cope when things got tight today as, despite some clear signs of
nervousness on occasions, the boys generally showed confidence, composure and maturity.
The victory rounds off a quite brilliant 2019 for us and marked our 9th victory in 11
matches. Thanks for your rousing support - it was a fantastic occasion and a fabulous result.
What a way to end the season! *sings* WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS!!!!!
Proud Ashley and Proud Matt
Our U11 Girls team have developed at an unbelievably fast rate. Many of the girls were
beginners and had never played a match before this year. I am proud to say that the girls have
developed a passion for playing, look really organised tactically and every girl is now
comfortable with the ball. It has been a joy to watch the last 6 games as we have now played
many of the teams who we narrowly lost to at the beginning of the Season to now
comfortably beating. I am excited for next Season when we move to 9 aside as I feel we have
a squad of girls who now understand one another and have a clear way of playing.
UPDATE: U11 Girls win Beacon Hill Tournament 11th May 2019 – Congrats to the
team.
The U8 cougars have had a season of continuous improvement in all areas of the game. In
possession their passing has become more controlled and their movement more purposeful. In
defence, the players are more aware of their positions and tackling stance and have worked
on the best way to transition quickly from defense into attack. What’s been most impressive
has been the even spread of goals, assists, tackles and saves across the squad of 8 with all
players spending time in each position. In terms of results, it’s been surprisingly even with an
equal number of wins and loss and a balanced goal difference (scored 75, conceded 75!).The
team are looking forward to the summer tournaments and stepping up from 5aside to 7aside
next season. Well done team!
The U8 Jaguars have had a very good season. Played 22 so far, won 12, Drawn 4
and Lost 6. They scored 118 goals averaging over 5 goals a game (twice achieving
double figures). The players are rotated every quarter during matches so that they all
get a chance to be the main attacker and the glory that goes with scoring! This has
also helped them develop the skills and experience needed for each position in a 5
aside game. But it is already becoming apparent that a number of them have a
natural inclination to a particular position.
I am very pleased with their development this season both as individuals and as a
team. I am already looking forward to the step up to 7 aside next season.

So very well done to the boys: Jack, Harry, David, Luke, Owen, George, Ben and
Gonzalo. Special thanks to my no 2 Tim for his pitch inspections...
A huge well done to the U11 Eagles on reaching the Senior Trophy final, for the second
year in a row! The final proved to be a brilliant game, with the opposition, Meadow Sports
dominating the first half and quickly taking the lead, the boys held on and were fortunate to
be only 1 nil down at half time. The second half was a different story however, with the
Saints dominating most of the half and equalising through the man of the match, Drew
Reeves. The game was nip and tuck towards the end, before Charlie Owen smashed home
a fantastic free kick to take the lead. The boys looked comfortable from then on until the final
5 minutes when Meadow Sports got a lucky equaliser against the run of play; which really
knocked the wind out of the team. This was followed very quickly by a heart-breaking winner
for Meadow with virtually the last kick of the game.The boys were so, so unlucky. The final
followed an exciting cup run, thrashing GPR in the semi final as well as winning two exciting
penalty shoot outs during the run.
League games in division 1 proved to be much more challenging for the first half of the
season, facing all of the best teams and despite some tough results the boys remained
positive and 'stuck together', playing some brilliant football at times. For our final season
together before the competitive matches start next season, this campaign has been a really
enjoyable one and the camaraderie among the boys has been apparent throughout. The
team finished the season as division 3 champions, only conceding 3 goals in their final 6
games and the boys look forward to receiving their winners trophy in July.
Finally, a big thank you to all the parents for their 100% support every week. They have
helped to set up and take down the goals every home game (including one away game),
have provided half time snacks for the boys and 'run the line' as linesman. Well done Eagles.
U18’s: Following on from my update mid-season, our ending league position is probably fair
considering we never found the 'killer punch' against most of our opponents that we played. We
finished 7th, but only 4 points from 4th place, so it was a close run-in. However we did deliver in the
Cup. We travelled to Halliford who had played 10 and won 10 at the time of playing the quarter final
and we started the game with 9 men whilst waiting for late comers. Through a hard battle and some
superb goals we drew 3-3 and took them to penalties where we won 4-5 and onto the semi final we
went. We faced a strong Manorcroft team in the semi final, who in fact won all their games in hand
and pipped Halliford to the title. Again we drew 3-3, winning 4-5 on penalties. I am sure the players
and volunteers would agree, that we did not dream of making it this far and perhaps not even this
far in the trophy tournament. Unfortunately we had a month to wait for the final, played at the
Elmbridge Excel Centre, Walton on Thames. We met Walton Casuals Youth FC, a team two leagues
above us. With a one-off game from silverware, anything was possible. The first half we put in a
good performance but fell apart in the second half and probably the better team won. Nevertheless
we can end the season and the players Guildford Saints careers on a high. A runners up medal in the
'Cup', not trophy, playing in a 5,000 capacity stadium, although not sold out on this occasion ;), we
can be proud that the players have massively overachieved this season. A special thanks to Mike
Curtis who passed over the team to me a couple of seasons ago and had taken them from as young
as U10s and to Guillermo & Mike Hodges who have supported the team in various tasks, not just
football. I would like to wish the players all the best for the future and I hope they continue to learn
the game as well as build on what they have learnt at our Club.
A number of our current U18’s have been with us for 9/10 seasons: can you spot them in this photo?

And finally a word from our Director of Coaching: Kevin Wilson:
Club Report:
I believe Guildford Saint’s FC has continued to evolve and grow stronger each and every
season. Last year I remember writing that several teams had reached cup finals. This Season I
am proud to say several teams played fantastic football and ended up winning their cup final
or league. I believe success, however we define that, is the result of hard work and
developing young children on the training pitch.
The club strives to be better each Season and to offer our young children the best possible
learning environment. Our young players seem to embrace these opportunities with hard
work, an attitude to learn and apply themselves, always giving their best. The coaches and
Managers within the club have supported the development of every player and created a
positive environment that enables them to express themselves without fear of failure.
I am very excited by the prospect of moving to our new home in September at King’s
College. Utilising a brand-new state of the art training facility can only inspire, player’s,
parents, coaches and managers. It will allow our children to train and play on a quality
surface that will enhance how Guildford Saint’s teams try to play football. We will have
access to classrooms allowing us to deliver Psychology workshops and Injury prevention
sessions. There will be halls available so that we can offer Futsal on a more consistent basis
to our younger member’s. We will continue to offer specialist Goalkeeper training and
Masterclass sessions that concentrate on small groups focusing on specific techniques or
position which has received positive feedback.
Guildford Saint’s prides itself on its community work and building relationships with local
schools and Sports organisations. I have been really pleased to see new initiatives start this
year such as our Mum’s and Daughter’s session and Wildcats Centre aimed at encouraging

Mum’s and young girls to engage and become active in Football who may never have played
before.
I always appreciate feedback on our strengths as a coaching team so we can make sure we
maintain that level and areas we could perhaps improve upon.

Girls Football:
In May and June Guildford Saints will be running our Third Girls Football festival for Year’s
3-4 and 5-6. Our ambition is to continue to promote and develop Girls Football and have a
strong girl’s section within the club that continues to grow and increase the number of girls
participating and the number of teams playing within the club. If you know of any girls that
would be interested in trying club football please enquire with Dawn as our U9-U16 girls
teams will continue to train on Monday evening’s up until the end of June.
I am involved in coaching the Guildford girls U7-U8 representative team at the
Surrey Youth Games on Saturday 15th June and hope improve on our amazing 3rd
place finish last year.
Kevin
GSFC Futsal:
Guildford Saint’s Futsal club runs on a Friday evening at George Abbot School from 5-6pm.
The team competed at the Copa Futsal tournament at Christmas and played some exciting
Futsal. Several the players’ have been involved in Futsal for Two years or more and have
really improved on a technical and tactical level, increasing their speed of play, calmness on
the ball and decision making.
This is an additional training opportunity for the players within the club and is a fantastic
development tool for technique, fast decision making and 1v1 attacking and defending skills.
If you would like to sign up for a free trial, please contact
Kevin at freestylefutsal10@yahoo.co.uk

That’s all for now, registrations for next season and information on pre-season training
sessions will be sent out shortly.
Good Luck to all the Liverpool/Spurs/Chelsea & Arsenal fans…what a climax to the
European season.
Enjoy your summer……we look forward to seeing you all again for another fun packed
season in September………Come on you Saints!...

